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Catch the beat of a fresh new design from Atlas Homewares. Introducing Tom Tom, a 

funky urban collection of knobs and pulls that takes inspiration from the traditional tom 

tom drum, once used ceremoniously in ancient Indian and Chinese cultures and now a 

perennial favorite on the modern music scene. Tom Tom hardware is a perfect choice for 

those who want to inject a certain “cool factor” into their design scheme. Think of it as a 

look that’s bold, edgy and hip without being over the top. It’s effortlessly chic! 

The Tom Tom Collection comes in two styles – a 1 1 ⁄4" round knob as wide as it is high and a 

long pull that comes in two lengths, 7 1 ⁄2" and 10". The drum style knob is way cool to grasp 

and the pulls offer a wide base and 3 center-to-center options for maximum versatility. 

Both styles are available in a selection of five beautiful finishes, including Polished  

Chrome, Polished Nickel, Brushed Nickel, Matte Black and new Warm Brass.

With retail prices ranging from $8.65 to $24.50, the Tom Tom Collection is available at fine 

kitchen and bath showrooms nationwide and online at www.AtlasToTheTrade.com.

 

Atlas Homewares has enhanced home 
décor with decorative hardware that is 
both inspiring and style driven. Drawing 
inspiration from everything from nature 
to global travel, the Atlas collection  
strikes a connection with those who  
have an eye for fashion. Atlas Home- 
wares aspires to set the trend when it  
comes to decorative hardware. Each  
season brings a new collection ensuring  
a dynamic  gallery from which to choose 
and longevity in an industry that demands  
a discerning eye.

URBAN + ECLECTIC  
New Tom Tom Collection by Atlas Homewares offers  
a cool take on modern design

for immediate release 9.25.17

To see all the Atlas Homewares  
Collections visit: AtlasToTheTrade.com
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TOM TOM COLLECTION IMAGES

Matte Black NEW Warm BrassPolished NickelPolished ChromeBrushed Nickel

7 1⁄2" total length

10" total length


